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DISTILLERY

Fiji is one of the only countries where the entire 
distilling process is done by hand, from the cutting 
and pressing of the sugar cane to the labelling of the 
bottles. These amazing rums offer an agricole style, but 
with distinctive punch and funk unique to Fiji

SECRET FIJI 
DISTILLERY
8 Year Old 

CASK TYPE
Matured in refill bourbon barrel

NOSE
Funk, room filling overpowering funk, with molasses 

and ginger, declaring to the world that perhaps 
Jamaica does not do it best.

PALATE
Complex agricole notes reminiscent of a great 

Clarin. Sweet to start, but becoming dry and gingery 
towards the end.

FINISH
Dry, ginger, overripe bananas, hot spices, cool syrup 

and a funk to finish that is somehow both familiar 
and unrecognisable.

SINGLE CASK RUM

62% ABV Cask No. #22
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DISTILLERY

Under British colonial control for 160 years, Trinidad 
and Tobago had a similar rum trajectory to Jamaica 
and Barbados, although with a much smaller output. 
Sugar cane was grown and processed for shipping back 
to England with the waste product, molasses, turned 
into rum. With a history of dryer, more nuanced rums 
the Islands built a reputation for quality rums from all 
three of its largest distilleries. Our rum is typical of 
the island, dry, very spicy and with an elegant range of 
distinct flavours.

T R I N I D A D
D I S T I L L E R S 
L I M I T E D
13 Year Old CASK TYPE

Matured in refill bourbon barrel

NOSE
Sweet yet spicy vanilla and white pepper, 

mallow blossoms and a vaguest suggestion of 
molasses

PALATE
Bright berries with cut grass, fresh dates and linseed 

oil.

FINISH
Strangely bitter cola and old oak.

SINGLE CASK RUM

58% ABV Cask No. #2


